
 

 

 

 

 

 

Frankfurt Ski, Snowboard, Sports & Social Club e.V. 
info@fscev.org | www.fscev.org 
 

*The late sign-up price will apply to sign-ups submitted after 21:00 on the last Early-Sign-up date. 

Please refer to our cancellation policy for terms and conditions. 

Season 17 - Trip 8: St Anton 
AT | Fri, 6 Jan 2023 — Mon, 9 Jan 2023 | The cradle of alpine skiing! 

 

Pezina, Flirsch   |  3 days  |  Board: Half-Board  

www.stantonamarlberg.com/en 
https://www.pezina.at/ 

 

 Trip opens: Sun, 4 Sep 2022  

 Last day for early sign-up price: Wed, 26 Oct 2022 * 

 Price: Early sign-up €365  /  Late-sign-up €385  /  Single supplement €51 

 Also includes: Bus to resort from Frankfurt 

 Departure: Time 16:00 TBC / Frankfurt (Ernst-Schwendler-Str.) 

 Trip captain: Christine M. ( tc17.stanton@fscev.org ) 

 Tour operator: Scherer Tours 

 
 

About the Resort 
For no small reason do we keep on returning to St Anton—it is the ultimate skiers’ and boarders’ paradise 

and a terrific party town to boot. Some 88 cable cars and lifts service 305 contiguous downhill kilometres 

and offer choices for all skiing and boarding abilities. Ski Arlberg is the largest contiguous skiing area in 

Austria, and one of the five largest in the world. The longest run of 8.5km from the top of the Valluga lift will 

take you past the Ulmer Hütte, then down into St. Anton along the Steissbachtal, or “Happy Valley”, where 

the incline is perfect for sweeping carved turns. 

Dotted all over the area are numerous bars and restaurants and a lunch-run down into St. Christoph is 

highly recommended. This season it will be a 3 day trip giving time to explore Rendl, Stuben, Zurs, Lech 

and Warth which are also included in the skipass. 

Our hotel, the Pezina in Flirsch, is a short bus-ride from the resort. Enjoy the sauna and steam room after a 

hard day on the slopes. 
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